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‘The most pow
single modiﬁca erful
tio
enhances achiev n that
is feedback. Th ement
e simp
plest
prescriptio
on
n for impr
p oving
education mus
t be
do
olllo
lops of feed
e back.’
John Hattie, 19
92

Top 10 FACTS
S for Feedback
Fe dback
1. Begin with understanding clear
ar and
speciﬁc goals

Identify goals at the beginning of a task by agreeing
eeing on learning intentions,
success criteria and/or previewing benchmark
to these
rk targets. Then refer
re
and not to other superﬁcial featuress of students’ performance.
Comments
performa
ts
such as ‘good’ or ‘well done’ are of little
ittle use unless they are supported
ed by
target-speciﬁc information.

2. Encourage
ge students
stude
to consider where
whe
they are in relation
relatio to a learning
ng goal

For a goal to be
e a ‘learning goal’,
goa it needs to be beyond
yond what the student
stud
can do or understand
stand at the time.
tim Students should
d be able to acknowledge
ackn
that failing to achieve a goal at the ﬁrst time of trying
rying is a common,
common and even
essential, part of their learning.

6. Refer
fer to progress
prog
rather than ability

Praising ability o
or intelligence can lead to a fear of failure and personal fragility
(Carol
Carol Dweck, 2000) so give feedback
ack relative to progress only.

7.

Do
D not avoid
d tests but get the timing
imin
right and use them formatively
ely

According to research by Marzano
M
et al (2001), giving a test one day after
a learning
useful, though Professor Paul Black
ning situation will be most
m
Bla (2002)
suggests
way, the
ests that testing one
on week after the
e initial learning is best. Either
Eit
mostt effective way to use
lesson
u tests is to begin
egin a subsequent, connected
co
by testing what the students have learned
earned in previous lessons
lesso and using this
create further learning objectives.
data to cr
ctives.

8. When
Wh
marking
ng tests, do
d not give scores
or marks

3. Avoid comparisons
ons that do not foster
er
growth

Comparing the achievement
ement of one student
stude with anotherr will not give either
of them the information
ation they need in order to grow.
w. The best comparative
information students
to their own previous performance.
nts can get is in relation
re
perform

4. Ensure
nsure feedback
feedb
is formative

B

A key facto
factor that distinguishes feedback from praise is the intention to be
e
So, identify what students have achieved, what has been preventing
formative. So
ng
achieving their learning goals and what they could do to improve
them from a
mprove
further.
ther.

5. Keep feedback well-timed

Feedback is most effective when students are still able to reﬂect upon the
decisions they made during a task they undertook. Once students forget what
they did and why, feedback loses its potency.

The giving
g of marks or grades has
h a negative effect on learning because
students then
comments (Black & Wiliam, 2002). So
en ignore any supporting
suppo
use comments
and subsequent targets instead.
ments related to progress
pro

9. Compute
Computer-assisted feedback may be
credible
more c

Many students believe computer-generated feedback to be more objective
than feedback from people. Thus video evidence and computer programs
th
that offer immediate feedback can enhance learning signiﬁcantly.
th

10. Teach students how to give, act on and
10
receive quality feedback

Students can monitor effectively their own progress and that of a partner once
they have been shown how. This is vital for learning, particularly considering
that most feedback students receive is from their peers. Creating a learning
environment in which students can develop self-regulation and error-detection
skills will further enhance the signiﬁcance of feedback for the learning process.
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APPLICATION
“How much
do I value the goal,
and do I expect to
achieve it?”
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Top 10 FACTS
S for Ap
Application
licatio
1. Use a variety of strategies to increase
ncrease
students’ desire to learn

6. Review
view learning
learn
in terms of attitudes,
skills and knowledge

Identify goals at the beginning of a task by agreeing
eeing on learning intentions,
nchmark targets. Then refer
re
success criteria and/or previewing benchmark
to these
performa
nts
and not to other superﬁcial featuress of students’ performance.
Comments
ttle use unless the
ed by
such as ‘good’ or ‘well done’ are of little
they are supported
target-speciﬁc information.

2. Use the curriculum
curriculu as a context for
or
learning
g how to learn
l

In a rapidly changing
nging world, one thing is certain: things
gs will change. So
So, no
ant some par
m appear, they are still
s useful
matter how irrelevant
parts of the curriculum
contexts within which to learn how to learn.

3. Identify learning-related
-related goals
go

‘Achievement is more likely to be increased when
wh students invoke
e learning
tegies, accept rather than discount
ount feedback, and
rather than performance strategies,
ather than easy goals.’
goa
e, 2009)
benchmark to difﬁcult rather
(John Hattie,

4. Teach
h attitudes,
attitudes as well as skills
ills and
a
knowledge
nowledge

B

Outstanding learne
learners have positive attitudes, are skilful in a number of aspects
of learning, a
te
and are able to access the information they need to complete
any given tas
task. Therefore, to grow into being an expert learner, pupils need to
velop in all of the three domains of ASK (Attitudes, Skills and Knowledge).
wledge).
develop

Broaden the criteria for awards and praise
pra
to include particular references to
students d
ttitudes such as open-mindedness, curiosity,
developing learning attitudes,
persev
ess to try new st
perseverance and willingness
strategies – as well as abilities such as
rea
g others, and enha
reason-giving, supporting
enhancing any of the skills of learning.

7.

Encourage
courage an openness
o
ness to learning
and
nd risk-taking
risk-taki

‘The
The willingness to invest in learning,
g, to gain a reputation as a learner, and to
show open
dispositio
openness to experiences are the key dispositional
factors that relate to
achievemen
9)
achievement.’ (John Hattie, 2009)

8. Grow
w the gifts and talents of every student
Dweck’s theory
ory of Fixed and Growth
G
Mindsets, (Dweck, 2000) recognises that
dent, not just the talented
t
every student,
few, can develop their intelligence and
rough applicati
talents through
application, strategy, risk-taking and support.

9. Create rich feedback cultures

Fe
Feedback
that helps students better understand their learning goals, their
po
position in relation to these goals, and the steps that are needed next will have
a powerful effect on learning progress and achievement.

10. Teach students how to give, act on and
receive quality feedback

5. Preview learning

Previewing topics allows teachers to better understand students’
nts prior
knowledge and their levels of interest; it also allows students to prepare in
their own time, thus increasing the chances of them being intentional learners.

All of these recommendations will be more authentic if teachers model growth
mindset behaviours such as tenacity, accepting fallibility, taking risks, and
setting themselves learning-related targets.
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